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Abstract:
CDAAA is a 3-year Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) grant-project to investigate sociotechnical barriers that Libraries, Archives, and Museums (LAMs) face in making crowdsourced transcriptions open and accessible to sighted users, and print-disabled people who use assistive technology to access digital text. Crowdsourced transcriptions are the most common data solicited by LAMs because, theoretically, they provide access to images of documents that are otherwise not machine-readable. We seek to understand whether blind and low vision users are aware of these resources and able to find them.

We work with 12 US-based LAM Partners spanning private, public, university, and federal LAM institutions and community-led groups who run crowdsourcing projects. All LAM Partners have participated in a semi-structured interview about their crowdsourcing methods, and Partners who had previously ingested their data participated in an additional technical interview demonstrating their ingest process. We have conducted usability and accessibility tests of 9 LAM partner discovery systems where crowdsourced transcriptions have been incorporated, with 11 people who are blind or have low-vision and use assistive technology to navigate the web. We will share preliminary findings, and illustrate the usability and accessibility aspects of this study through an example from the Folger Shakespeare Library, which we tested with two blind and one low vision participant. We link our broader findings with new rulemaking on the accessibility of web content and mobile apps under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) which came into effect June 24, 2024.
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